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fusion series is our line of housekeeping products designed to be easy to 
use, efficient and safe. From state-of-the-art dispensing solutions to clear, simple 
color-named packaging, we’ve created fusion products in ways that make house-
keeping a pleasure.
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Coral is a ready-to-use, heavy duty cleaner that is applied with either a trigger 
sprayer, mop or brush on baseboards and other hard to reach surfaces. Coral is 
especially suited for cleaning heavy soil, wax and floor buildup. Coral has an 
aggressive formula that penetrates and loosens buildup quickly and throughly. 
Thick solution clings well to vertical surfaces.

product specifications

Physical Description Clear liquid

Viscosity Very viscous liquid

Color Slightly tan

Flashpoint > 170 ˚F

Fragrance Mild organic

Weight per Gallon 8.37 lb. /gal.

pH (1%) 10.0 - 10.6

Storage Stability 1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label None

trouble shooter
baseboard stripper | cleaner

features
Viscous solution clings to vertical surfaces giving 
extended dwell time for chemical action.

Aggressive formula quickly penetrates, loosens and 
dissolves multiple coats of  floor finish and other 
heavy soil buildup.

Not corrosive, not flammable and devoid of irritating 
ammonia fumes.

Can be removed completely with wet vacuum or 
damp cloth.

optimal applications Use for manual scrubbing 
or for automatic floor scrubbing machines. Use on resil-
ient and non-resilient floors for effective removal of floor 
finishes, including vinyl composition tiles (VCT), terrazzo 
and ceramic tiles.

ideal for Hotels, motels, health care facilities, nursing 
homes, schools, super markets, department stores and 
office buildings.sing homes and schools.

This product meets our Green Cove stan-
dard. Environmentally Preferred Green 
Cove products reflect our commitment to 
protect the environment, operate in a sustain-
able fashion and deliver products that make a 
difference for our planet and our customers 
every day.

environmentally preferred

green coveTM

Biodegradable 
Non-Toxic
Phosphorous free


